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Thirteen years ago, Lars Ulrich filed a lawsuit against Napster, geocaching became one thing, and Harman Kardon launched the iSub 2000 subwoofer designed by Jony Ive and SoundSticks.Today? Napster has had its life force sucked by Rhapsody, geocaching is somewhat larger, and the timeless design of the iSub 2000 subwoofer
and SoundSticks continues to maintain with new guts and connectivity options. At $230, the SoundSticks Wireless are almost identical to their millennial counterpart, or if you wish, the SoundSticks III, an updated version of speakers and sub that Harman Kardon rooted a few years ago. In fact, as far as I can see (they are transparent after
all), very little about the hardware has changed this round. The only exception is the fact that these SoundSticks allow you to stream audio from a smartphone, tablet, PC or Mac via Bluetooth. Unfortunately, that's as far as wireless goes with these things. The entire package includes a rugged subwoofer with a 6-inch bass controller and
two satellite capsules with four 1 1/8 inch controllers each. Everything is connected to each other by thick wires. In addition, unlike most Bluetooth speakers these days, satellites do not have an internal battery to keep them hitting along a power outlet. That's probably for the best, as the hardware weighs more than 11 pounds. You don't
want to be swaping the whole platform around the house too often anyway. Harman Kardon also gives you the option to add an additional audio source to the back of the subwoofer via a 3.5mm connector. If you decide to connect two devices to the SoundSticks using a Bluetooth connection and the 3.5mm connector at the same time (for
example, your computer and an iPhone), there is no way to separate the audio streams. That means you can expect to hear new email and Twitter notifications from your laptop while streaming music in your phone's Rdio app. I didn't care about this, but if you're a hardcore music nutcase, you could oppose those interruptions. (Obviously,
you can choose to simply turn them off.) In order to keep the hardware lines clean, some ergonomic commitments were made to SoundSticks Wireless controls. The power button and the system level knob for the subwoofer are located on the back of the unit. This certainly keeps things clean. But considering that most people put their
subwoofers under their desks, it can also be a pain in it. Luckily, the SoundSticks Wireless volume is controlled by a set of capacitive buttons at the base of the right speaker capsule. They are easy to use and sensitive enough, and I wish Harman Kardon had decided to move the sublevel and power controls to base of one of the capsules
as well. Doing so would have made using the hardware much less frustrating. From an audio point of view, the SoundSticks were performed admirably, for a Bluetooth speaker setup. The 40-watt output of his two directional satellites and the large subwoofer made every piece of music, in-game audio and HD movie I threw at him threw
Great. The speakers have crisp, clear treble, a smooth mid-range, and deep lows that shake the skull, even with the sub in a lower setting. Unfortunately, I realized that the signal was often interrupted by bursts and cracks, no matter where I moved the SoundSticks or my laptop into the room. I know it wasn't my laptop or environment
causing the problem, as I tried two other Bluetooth speakers in the same position using the same music without problems. You can always opt out of a Bluetooth connection and use the 3.5mm configuration port instead, but honestly, there are already too many cables that connect this wireless speaker set as it is. Given the basic design
of this sound system has not changed in about a decade, one would think harman Kardon would have some time to solve Bluetooth connectivity hiccups. Unfortunately, that doesn't seem to have happened. WIRED Iconic design that never ages. Deep, blunt bass and crisp mids and highs. TIRED Sublevel and limit of poorly placed power
controls where you can conveniently position the system subwoofer. Wireless only in name. Frequent interruptions in Bluetooth audio destroy what could be a great listening experience. Can a jellyfish make music? Yes, if it's Harman Multimedia SoundSticks jellyfish. This three-piece system has a pair of transparent tubular desktop
speakers that are coupled with a transparent lamp-shaped woofer to provide a sound that fills the room. Package price is $199. Can a jellyfish make music? Yes, if it's Harman Multimedia SoundSticks jellyfish. This three-piece system has a pair of transparent tubular desktop speakers that are coupled with a transparent lamp-shaped
woofer to provide a sound that fills the room. Package price is $199. A Marriage of Technologies It's no surprise that Apple's smart design team has worked with Harman on the unique look of SoundSticks. The first product of this duo was the built-in sound system that comes on each iMac with a slot loading CD or DVD drive. Then came
the iSub, on which the SoundStick woofer module is based. The SoundSticks system is designed for any Mac with USB ports. The manufacturer says the system should also be compatible with many PCs that support USB, but does not guarantee that it will work on all models. To achieve its rich sound, each desktop unit contains four
one-inch speakers. Speakers use Harman's Odyssey system, a technology that the manufacturer claims will deliver higher quality audio from a smaller package. Satellite speakers are optimized for mid- and high-range frequencies, and are easily tilted on their bases for best positioning and The woofer is six inches, typical of this type of
product. Setting up and installing sound is very easy: Connect the desktop speakers to the woofer module, then connect the woofer to the transparent power supply, which connects to the power outlet. There is no on/off switch, and the only setting in the system is for woofer level. On a Mac, volume and balance balance are done through
the Sound Control Panel. The volume can also be adjusted from the sound control strip and CD or DVD player applications. There are no pitch settings, no special effects or surround sound capabilities. Although Harman Multimedia and other computer speaker manufacturers persist in calling their subwoofer woofer modules, in fact the
depths of the bass region are not collapsed anywhere nearby, as well as the actual subwoofers that adorn home audio systems. The advertised frequency range is 44 Hz to 20 kHz. We did not subject the system to a complete set of audio measurements to confirm the claims, but we were able to hear a genuine 50 Hz test tone generated
from a CD, although the level was slightly reduced. How does it all sound? After giving Harman SoundSticks a dose of computer games, classic and rock CDs, DVDs and MP3 files, it is clear that this is a world-class sound system. It can be strong without distortion, and is able to fill a decent sized room with superlative sound. SoundSticks
even compare favorably with a normal home audio system, praise for any speaker system designed for computers. Classic style but updated LED warm and accessible sound on the subwoofer is a good touch Supports Bluetooth and 3.5mm connector The high value subwoofer has to sit on your desktop No EQ adjustment options Not
shipped with an auxiliary cable Harman/Kardon Sounds are classic. I can't say that I personally owned any of the previous iterations that have been released until 2000, but I can say I knew someone who did it. In college, these were the computer speakers to own. But 20 years after they first came to market and with some updates to
keep them relevant, how can the new $300 Harman/Kardon Soundsticks 4 anniversary edition hold? The design is unique and largely unchanged from the original, but how well do they work and, more importantly, how do they sound? Let's get into it. Out of the box The Soundsticks 4 are packed very simple, and I would say this is a good
thing. Although initially released along with the iMac in 2000, Harman/Kardon does not appear to continue in the packaging trend that Apple is following with hard cardboard and a ton of plastic. While there are some here, the main box and interior packaging is all standard cardboard and foam, which kept the Soundsticks safe on their
travels to me. It's not particularly sustainable packaging, but it's no worse than we've met either. They left Schneider / Digital Trends Soundsticks 4 are shipped with a four-conductor speaker unit left and right, the subwoofer, a power cord, and that's it. Taking into account These are computer speakers in the first place, I found it strange
that Harman/Kardon did not send them with a 3.5mm audio auxiliary cable, especially since the Soundsticks 4 accept the hard line. Out of the box, the only immediate connection option you have is Bluetooth, which works but for me is not ideal. Sure, I like Bluetooth, but as a video editor in a past, past life, difficult to rely on wireless
connections when engaging in critical listening. TV companies have been configured to be well known that you don't normally get an HDMI cable in the box, but computer speakers don't have such an expectation. If you are providing the input, provide the cable. Clear Vibrations Left Schneider / Digital Trends If you weren't familiar with
Soundsticks before this release, they have always had this transparent construction for them that originally looked great for the moment and especially with the iMac they were designed to pair with. But 20 years later, the emphasis on the use of clear plastic with electronics has faded significantly. It's not a bad look in any way, but by 2020
the design aesthetic is extremely rare and probably polarizing. For example, in a video call with the Soundsticks in the background behind me, someone legitimately asked me if they were a humidifier. Thanks to the white and grey used in everything, I think the design has aged quite well. But I like them. Next to a 27-inch iMac, I personally
think they don't look bad at all. Compared to the original, the Soundsticks 4 uses significantly more non-transparent parts, which frame transparent parts excellently. I think if this whole system were as transparent as the original in 2000, it would be quite dazzling, but thanks to the white and grey used in everything, I think the design has



aged quite well. They left Schneider /Digital Trends Tabletop in mind Harman/Kardon continued a curious design choice with these: The three pieces are very clearly meant to sit at the top of their desk. The left and right speaker units have no controls on them to talk about. Instead, they are located on the front and back of the subwoofer.
The volume, which I suppose you could control from your computer, is alternated by two raised white buttons on the front of the submarine, while the Power and Bluetooth buttons are located around the back. Also, changing the volume, turning it on, or connecting to a Bluetooth device produces a different glow from the LEDs inside the
subwoofer, which means you're very clearly meant to see it light up, which you probably won't notice if it was in the typical position of the subwoofer on the floor below the desktop. They left Schneider / Digital Trends I guess the idea is that you wouldn't want to hide the subwoofer under the table due to the design, but it's not particularly
practical. The submarine is quite large, which means it will take up a large part of your desktop space. I don't know all of you, but my desk isn't particularly spacious. It's big, but when you put on my laptop stand, my monitor and my podcasting, there's not much room left for other articles. The left and right speaker arrays are fortunately
quite thin and easy to hide, but the subwoofer will take up a lot of space. The submarine is also powerful, which means you can definitely feel the table shaking when playing I'm not a big fan of that when I'm trying to work. If you were considering simply placing it on the ground, you might but know that the sound quality will degrade. I will
go into the breakdown of the sound quality in the next section, but know that I tested the sound with the submarine both on the table and below it, and the audio quality was noticeably worse with the submarine on the ground. Soundticks sounds good I can point out the lack of an auxiliary cable and the need to have all three parts sitting on
a table, but all that might be worth it for the audio quality: The Soundsticks 4 sound fabulous. Soundsticks 4 sound fabulous. I was honestly surprised at how good the sound quality was of what seemed thin to me, small matrices. Sure, they had four drivers each, but being so small, could they really do so much? Well, not only are they
doing a lot, they're rich and full sound in ways that seem to challenge their slender design. Jaron Schneider / Digital Trends Sagres from The Last Man on Earth comes through a complete and detailed one, with nuanced lyrics that blend beautifully with bass. The Decemberists' Once in My Life is my go-to for picking out detailed vocal
audio, and while it's not perfect, the Soundsticks 4 do a very respectable job replicating the lead singer's high timbres-focused voice. These speakers definitely place more emphasis on bass and mids than high speakers, but the result is a very warm and rich sound, albeit slightly less detailed than other speakers and audio equipment. In
their price range and especially for computer speakers, I really like what I'm hearing from them. As mentioned, the bass seems to do a much better job filling audio when it is on the same level as the left and right speakers. Placing the subwoofer on the ground made the music sound noticeably less rich. If you restrict Soundsticks with
lower volume, they are not particularly good at presenting a balanced equalizer. I also realized that when Soundsticks 4 are playing at less than half their maximum volume, the sound quality worsens. If you restrict Soundsticks with lower volume, they're not particularly good at introducing balanced EQ. Speaking of EQ, SoundSticks don't
offer a way to manage that at all. This is usually ok, because Soundsticks sound pretty good from the moment, but I miss being able to tune in to my preferences. The bass is remarkable, but it's not going to get you out of your seat. If you want amazing, serious teeth-rattling ours from your computer speakers, you should probably look
elsewhere. Since it's a Bluetooth speaker, if you're using Spotify on your mobile, you can change the equalizer in the settings there, but I found increase the settings there really looked like the Soundsticks 4 too, and there was a lot of poor audio cracking that occurs. What I heard was similar to the peak audio signal, and it was as if they
were unable to compensate for the digital signal that pushed them too far. I blame this more on Spotify than I do the but since I don't have any way to adjust the sound any other way, the experience was disappointing. Our The Harman/Kardon Soundsticks 4 shot is a fantastic twist on a classic design, with enough updates to fit in 2020
without breaking too far from the classic look. Apart from what is equivalent to a few small defects, they sound fantastic and represent a great value for money for the sale price. Are there other options? If you really want the classic look that Soundsticks 4 bring to the table, it's going to be hard to find anything comparable. If you don't mind
something more discreet, I really like my Edifier R1700BT speakers. However, they are not compatible with a dedicated subwoofer. Similarly, in our best rounding of computer speakers, we also recommend Aperion Allaire or Audioengine A2+. You're going to find that all of these come in a little less expensive than the Soundsticks, but
none of them ship with a subwoofer either. How long will they last? Although they are made of plastic almost completely (at least on the outside), they feel sturdy. Since they shouldn't move much, I'd expect these to last for years. Should you buy them? Yes, if this style is your thing. They sound great, and while you're going to have to
make a lot of space on your desk to support them, they're worth it for the sound and aesthetics. Editors' Recommendations Recommendations
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